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Money. Betrayal. Murder.That's a Private conversation.Hired to protect a visiting American woman,

Private Johannesburg's Joey Montague is hoping for a routine job looking after a nervous tourist.

After the apparent suicide of his business partner, he can't handle much more. But this case is not

what it seems--and neither is his partner's death. >i>i>
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James Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other writer, ever, according

to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's

books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the author of the Alex Cross novels, the most

popular detective series of the past twenty-five years, including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a

Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his family.

I am not sure what James Patterson is thinking with Bookshots. Some of them are good and some,

like this one, are absolutly terrible. I am not sure why it is called Private. The Storyline does not fit

any other Private line. Private Office in SA can not stay open as no money - but all the other Private

Offices have tons of money and the newests tech, etc. It has nothing to do anybody from private,

the story has many holes, the ending is horrible, etc. If you are expecting a normal Private Story

stay far away from this book... Personally I am giving up on Bookshots. I actually like the idea of

good, short reads, but i wonder if James Patterson has even looked at these. He just gives them to



no name writers and in that destroys the brands that he built up and also his reputation just so he

can make some fast cash.... Bad decision in my opinion

Really used to enjoy the Private Series but this book is not written in th style I am accustomed to for

a novel byJames Patterson.Of late, James Patterson, whose novels I really used to enjoy reading ,

has so many co-authors that I don't know what to expect when I see a book with his name on it.

It wasn't a bad read at all. But it wasn't Private. It was a good, short action mystery without a single

element of Private and Jack Morgan no more than one abstract mention. Even the setup was

counter-Private: a partnership of two men in South Africa.

I have read all of the Private series books and did not realize when I ordered this that it was one of

the "Bookshot" books which can supposedly be read quickly. Quickly is an understatement. It has

nothing at all to do with the Private series of novels except for one telephone call to Jack Morgan. I

can see where this could have been a good novel if fully developed, but it is one-dimensional and it

seems that at the end someone had a deadline to meet and basically just made up a very short

ending. Disappointed. Will be more careful in the future about ordering something classified as a

"Bookshot."

Two forces come together out of necessity, an American named Isobela is trying to help her

husband's business losses when she enlists Joey from Private investigations to provide security

once she hits Johannesburg. Little do they know trouble is not far behind. Well written and enjoyable

read.

The book gives clarity to the harsh environment in which gold miners work.The reality of gold

attracting bad people and creating a a fertile ground for corruption reminds us to not be too trusting

when high stakes are about.The book makes you cheer the good guys and gals on!

just was not up to the usual standards, very light plot lines and very predictable . Just not that

entertaining

I was disappointed that Alex didn't have much of a roll in this book. I miss his stories.. is his wife

taking the lead now?' oh well , I still enjoyed they book and will continue to read his book...
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